
My Villainous Wife
Chapter 50 - Beautiful Scars

After changing clothes in front of her again, Alexander told her, "I'll go ahead
downstairs first. I will let someone bring you new clothes to wear so you can wash
up."

Yan Xiaoran didn't refuse and nodded her head.  

Once he was outside of the room, Yan Xiaoran went back to her calm self. Her face
was devoid of any emotions as she headed towards the bathroom when a knock halted
her.

The door to the room opened and a tall woman with a fairly pretty face came in.

"What is it?" Yan Xiaoran asked the maid.

"Master Alexander has told me to give you some clothes to wear." Said the maid who
suddenly walked in front and so close to Yan Xiaoran.

"Oh, you can put it on the couch then." She told the maid and frowned at her closeness.
Must she really come forward to her?

Yan Xiaoran chose to ignore the maid and went inside the bathroom. It took her a few
minutes to wipe clean the sleep off her and when she's done, she wore the white robe
and came out with wet hair.

The maid was already out of the room and she was left alone inside. But Yan Xiaoran
liked the fact s0that she was alone and that maid didn't try to help her change her
clothes like those maids in the Zhao mansion.

During her stay with the Zhao family, Yan Xiaoran's actions were restricted so much
that even when picking her clothes, wearing it, or taking a bath, she had to let the
maids know and let them do it for her.
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For others, her life in the Zhao mansion was that of a princess who has nothing else to
worry about and just let others do all the actions. But to Yan Xiaoran, it was life
similar to a caged bird or animal.

She couldn't even choose what she wanted to eat and have to suffer eating the things
she didn't like.

Shaking her head off from the memories that started her painful life with the Zhao
family, Yan Xiaoran locked the door to make sure any accident that only happens in
the movies or k-drama where the male lead walks into the female lead changing won't
happen to her.

Alexander might not mind seeing her nȧkėd but Yan Xiaoran does.

After hearing the soft click indicating that she was secured and alone, Yan Xiaoran
slipped the robe off her body. The cotton and high-quality fabric finally uncovered her
beautiful body.

Compared to Alexander's masculine body hat resembled that of a walking Greek God
or those of a world-class model, Yan Xiaoran's body was delicate, smooth, soft.

Undeniably, she had an amazing body. She had long legs, slim waist, pale skin, and
flat belly that was what most models and celebrities would aim to have.

If Alexander saw her like this…

Maybe a scene where Alexander was on top of her and doing everything he could do
to satisfy their dėsɨrės might happen sooner than later.

And who knew after a year, there would be little Alexander and Yan Xiaoran already
running around the carpet.

However, with the second glance of her body, one would see faint lines all over her
back and front that people would be so shock and back away if they caught sight of
these scars on her body.

Yan Xiaoran silently slipped on the new dress that the maid had brought for her to
wear. It was a one-piece long dress with the hem of the skirt stopping just below her
knees.

The reason why Yan Xiaoran locked the room and didn't want anyone to see her
changing was not that she was embarrassed to show her skin or body but because of
the scars that she got from the times, she spent inside the prison.



Yan Xiaoran sighed and combed her hair back with her hand, the action she did was
remarkably attractive and charming.

When she came down to the dining hall, Alexander was on the phone but his eyes
instantly landed on her figure.

"Regarding the fundraising in City D, make some arrangements for the children in that
orphanage and make sure that nothing is amiss." Alexander's eyes were following her
figure as he continued speaking, "As for the investment for that company… Pull back
everything and make no further involvement with them."

Yan Xiaoran looked at him and tilted her head in wonder as to what he was talking
about. Although she wasn't versed in the business world, she understood that
Alexander was someone powerful, and having him pull back his investments to this
particular company would only bring that company down.

After she took a seat beside him, Yan Xiaoran didn't start eating first and waited for
Alexander to finish with his call.

This time, there were only the two of them at the dining table but the food on the table
was enough to feed a whole family of five.

Suddenly, just as Yan Xiaoran wanted to reach for the glass of water beside her to wet
her lips, the pretty maid who came and gave her the clothes appeared beside her. And
without warnings, their elbows touched, and soon, a loud crashing sound broke the
peaceful atmosphere inside the dining hall.

There were different things that the people in the dining hall focused on after the crash.

The first thing was the plate and food that was all over the floor, next was the maid
with a pretty face who out of freaking nowhere was now sitting on the floor, and lastly,
the stunned Yan Xiaoran who had her dress and body smeared with the sauce of food
that fell.
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